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Our 8th annual conference is in one of the most dynamic cities in the world! The 
theme, “From Challenges, to Opportunities”, underscores the imperative to 
address the complex ecological challenges of advancing global urbanization—for 
personal, environmental, economic and societal health alike. Our agenda continues 
to address strategies to overcome global ‘dysbiotic drift’ (life in distress) on every 
level.

Detroit – a rejuvenated city, transformed after social and economic devastation –
provides the perfect backdrop for these discussions, using case 
studies from inspirational local efforts to restore hope, purpose, and reduce 
health and social disparities through community youth activities, free inner city 
food farms, and sensory gardens for children to play.

This continues to reflect our focus on understanding and improving the complex 
relationships between human health and planetary health. We seek to emphasize 
the eco-biological interactions in our living environment (including urbanization, 
food systems, education, social inequity, climate change, biodiversity loss, and 
microbial ecology) on physical, mental and spiritual well-being, together with 
the wider community and societal factors that govern these. We continue to do this 
with a strong developmental ‘life-course’ approach that recognizes the critical 
need for long range vision and disease prevention.

We are very proud of our tremendous network of like-minded people from diverse 
fields and many regions who collaborate to address these modern health 
challenges and, importantly, how they link to wider global challenges. Our interests 
span from planetary/population/ environmental health to microbial ecology/ 
systems biology and the deep biological mechanisms - basically working 
‘symbiotically’ to connecting the siloes through an integrated systems framework. 

Our meetings are always highly interactive with as much emphasis on meaningful 
collaborations and productive friendships as on the data and opportunities we 
generate. It is our privilege and pleasure to welcome you to Detroit!

Welcome to Detroit – The “D”!
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Walking the Talk: community links 
and activities during the conference
During the conference we will have the opportunity to get to know the stories of the city:

• Visiting Detroit Neighbourhoods - Environment Tour: We will visit local communities and 
meet local leaders, to hear their stories and experiences. This will be prior to the main program on 
Tuesday 14th (3-6pm), departing from the Marriott and ending at the Eastern Market for dinner 
(buses available for those staying at the markets and those who wish to return early).

• ‘Plant a Tree’ in Detroit: We will join the efforts of Greening of Detroit to plant trees in ‘the D’! 

• Beekeeping in Detroit:  Bee colonies are vital to many ecosystems, and we are planning a “wine 
and bees basics” evening on Friday 17th with Bees in the D! - on the waterfront at the DNR Center
(Department of Natural Resources) near the Marriott - bringing “nature” into the urban environment.

• Entrepreneurial rehabilitation: We will purchase menu items to support On The Rise Bakery, 
where the bakers have recently been released from prison or substance abuse treatment programs. 
Each is responsible to reach back and support the newest member. We will hear this inspiring story of 
a community dream becoming reality.

• Urban Farming: Earthworks seeks to build a just, beautiful food system through education, 
inspiration, and community development. ”As a working study in both social justice and in 
knowing the origins of the food we eat, this program strives to restore our connection to the 
environment and community.”
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A city of challenges and opportunities: 
Detroit is America’s new ‘coolest city’! This incredible city has constantly re-invented itself in the face 
of many setbacks and challenges. It has now become  a fascinating and popular tourist destination 
with many surprises. This is largely because
of Detroit’s unpretentious authenticity and 
willingness to transform vacant spaces—
with urban agriculture, community centres, 
and local artistic ventures—rather  than 
bulldozing them. 

We will meet local community leaders and 
learn about inspirational local efforts to 
restore hope, purpose, and reduce health 
inequities and social disparities.



The clubhouse is located on a private island along the banks of the 
beautiful Belle Isle Park - a 10 minute drive from the Marriott. All 
transfers from the hotel to the conference venue will be arranged 
and included in registration. (The Marriott is visible from the DYC 
venue – see photos opposite)
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Meeting Venue: 
The Detroit Yacht Club
All of our main conference sessions will be held at historic 
Detroit Yacht Club (DYC), with the exception of the evening 
receptions. Attendees will be able to enjoy many of the indoor 
and outdoor spaces of venue. Lunches and refreshment breaks 
will be held the main Ballroom, also in the Yacht Club 
(separate to the Conference room).

The Detroit Marriott at the Renaissance Centre will be the 
main hotel venue, and the evening welcome reception venue. 
The Marriott is located in the heart of down town Detroit on 
the famous RiverWalk, where you can enjoy cafes, restaurants, 
and shopping in the Renaissance Centre - or enjoy a drink on 
the outdoor patio overlooking the Detroit River. Rooms 
feature floor-to-ceiling windows with lovely city, river and 
Canadian views. Go to our website to book your own 
accommodation directly this year! 

Hotel Accommodation

Go to: www.in-flame.org/2018-
meeting.html for links and more 
information 

http://www.in-flame.org/2018-meeting.html
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Registration and Membership: 
Please on-line to attend the conference. Visit our website 
https://www.invivonetwork.com/2019-meeting.html and click on the “REGISTER 
HERE” button, which will take you through the process. 

We invite all attendees to join as members, to support running costs of inVIVO for US$110 (approx
AU$170 with taxes). Student membership is free. Benefits include reduced registration fees. 

Registration fees
• Cover the cost of Yacht Club venue and catering, 
• All lunches and refreshment breaks from 15-17th May – INCLUDED
• Marriott Welcome Reception Day 1, Wednesday 15th May – INCLUDED

At the: Marriott Renaissance Center, 42 Degrees North Room
with spectacular views of Canada over the  Detroit River

Student registration:  US$ 375
Member registration: US$ 475 
Non-member registration: US$ 675

Optional events. You have the option of registering separately for:

• Pre-conference Environmental Tour on Tuesday 14th May 3-6pm transport and tour cost 
sponsored by CURES, Wayne State University. Option for dinner at the Eastern Markets 
afterwards (buses provided) Limit of 56 people only – so be sure to book ASAP!

• Reception at Detroit Institute of Arts (DIA) on Thursday 16th May (Day 2): US$80
A strolling meal and refreshments in the Diego Rivera mural room 

• Wine and Bees in the ‘D’: on Friday 17th May (Day 3): US$80. 
Learn about bee keeping in Detroit and enjoy local wine and produce!

Please note that charges 
on the website are in AU$

https://www.invivonetwork.com/2019-meeting.html
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There are two abstract categories:
1) Early Career Researchers (ECR) deadline:     January 15th 2019 

To be considered for a travel award ECR must be submit abstracts by the early deadline
2) General abstract deadline:  February 15th 2019 
Please download the template from https://www.invivoplanet.com/abstracts.html
and email submissions to Prof Dianne Campbell at dianne.campbell1@health.nsw.gov.au

Abstracts

• $500 (AU) for ECR from within Canada or North America
• $1000 (AU) for ECR from South America, Northern Hemisphere outside of the Americas
• $1500 (AU) for ECR from Southern Hemisphere outside the Americas

Please check our website https://www.invivoplanet.com/abstracts.html
for the updates on the closing dates for ECR Abstracts and Travel awards.

To be eligible for travel support, applicants must be students or within 5 years of 
completing their PhD. Awards are based on abstract rankings and distance of travel:

ECR Travel Grants

inVIVO favors Certified B Corporations
About B Corps:  Society’s most challenging problems cannot be solved by government 
and nonprofits alone. B Corps form a community of leaders and drive a global movement of 
people using business as a force for good. B Corps are accelerating a global culture shift to 
redefine success in business and build a more inclusive and sustainable economy. These 
businesses meet the highest standards of verified social and environmental performance, public 
transparency, and legal accountability to balance profit and purpose. The B Corp community 
works toward reduced inequality, lower levels of poverty, a healthier environment, stronger 
communities, and the creation of more high quality jobs with dignity and purpose. By harnessing 
the power of business, B Corps use profits and growth as a means to a greater end: positive 
impact for their employees, communities, and the environment.

We are grateful to our B-Corp Certified sponsors Danone Nutricia Research 
and Genuine Health for supporting travel grants for ECR. 

https://www.invivoplanet.com/abstracts.html
mailto:dianne.campbell1@health.nsw.gov.au
https://www.invivoplanet.com/abstracts.html


Celebrating The Canmore Declaration

Opportunity to 
publish Your Big 

Ideas!

Our journal Challenges
Our multidisciplinary journal Challenges encourages diverse work 
spanning all the Grand Challenges of our time - an ideal fit for inVIVO. 
This is a open access peer-review journal that promises very rapid 
publication – currently free of charge. 

As  of this new relationship, we launched a Special Issue on Planetary Health, which can be viewed online:
http://www.mdpi.com/journal/challenges/special_issues/Planetary_Health

Inviting contributions

The Canmore Declaration was a key outcome of our last conference. This is intended to be both a 
foundation and a “way-finder” for our network going forward, and articulates 10 principles for planetary 
health, that guide inVIVO. 

7. Biopsychosocial interdependence
8. Advocacy
9. Countering elitism, social dominance 

and marginalization
10. Personal commitment to shaping new 

normative behaviours

1. The sustainable vitality of all systems
2. Values and purpose
3. Integration and unity
4. Narrative health
5. Planetary consciousness
6. Nature relatedness

The Canmore Declaration: Statement of Principles for Planetary Health Susan L. Prescott, Alan C. Logan, Glenn Albrecht, Dianne E. Campbell, Julian 
Crane, Ashlee Cunsolo, John W. Holloway, Anita L. Kozyrskyj, Christopher A. Lowry, John Penders, Nicole Redvers, Harald Renz, Jakob Stokholm, Cecilie
Svanes and Ganesa Wegienka, on Behalf of inVIVO Planetary Health, of the Worldwide Universities Network (WUN), Challenges 2018, 9(2), 31

We will use this as  platform to build an action based agenda in Detroit –
with the goal of developing and publishing both personal and collective 
actions for planetary health as part of the meeting proceedings.

http://www.mdpi.com/journal/challenges/special_issues/Planetary_Health
http://www.mdpi.com/2078-1547/9/2/31


Program at a glance:
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Tuesday May 14
Arrival and 

Check in

Day 1
Wednesday May 15

Day 2
Thursday May 16

Day 3
Friday May 17

FREE TIME
(check in to 

Marriott)

Session 1: 
Setting the Scene:
Understanding the 

Challenges and Finding 
New Opportunities

Session 5: 
Food Justice and 

Nutritional Ecology: 
Influencing food choices, 

values and systems

Session 8:
The exposome meets the 

inflammasome: 
predicting and preventing 
inflammation and NCDs

Session 2:
Urban Greening 
for health, hope 
and happiness

Session 6:
Mindsets Matter - how

social status, expectations 
and beliefs shape biology 

Session 9
Novel Perspectives –

stepping outside the box

In a nut shell (i)
(Bus stop storytelling)

In a nut shell (iii)
(Bus stop storytelling)

In a nut shell (v)
(Bus stop storytelling)

Lunch Lunch Lunch

Session 3:
Microbiome Rewilding: 

restoring health of human 
and environmental 

habitats

Session 7:
Developmental Origins: 

Building healthier 
Foundations 

(LactoActive Session)

Session 10: 
Shaping New Norms: 

by making planetary
health personal

(will include breakout 
discussions for ‘action’ 

planning for personal and 
planetary change)

OPTIONAL
Detroit 

Community 
Environmental 

Tour
(3-6pm)

From Marriott

Will end at the 
Eastern 
Markets 

for those who want 
DINNER there, 

Buses will return to 
Marriott at both 

6pm and 8pm

In a nut shell (ii)
(Bus stop storytelling)

In a nut shell (iv)
(Bus stop storytelling)

Session 4: 
Detroit Initiatives 

Walk the Talk: Planetary 
health starts locally

PLANTING TREES in the ‘D’
We will work with 

Greening Detroit to plant 
trees in urban 

neighborhoods 

Free time

Free time Free time

CONFERENCE DINNER
Conference Reception    

in 42O North Room
at MARRIOTT RC

OPTIONAL EVENT
Reception at the

DETROIT INSTITUTE 
OF ARTS (DIA)

OPTIONAL EVENT
BEES IN THE ‘D’
Local Wine and 

Beekeeping

(May subject to Change)
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Meeting Partners
inVIVO Planetary Health is primarily supported through 
your participation and academic partnerships. We are 
grateful for small grants and in-kind support from 
universities including Wayne State University, Henry Ford 
Health System, CURES, the University of Western Australia, 
the University of Alberta, the University of Rochester, 
Maastrcht University, the University of Bergen, and the 
University of Sydney and extensive in-kind support from all 
of our collaborating partners in as part of the Worldwide 
Universities Network. 

Contacts:
Conference Secretariat: Jenny Boden jenny@corporatecommunique.com.au
Local Organiser: Wegienka, Ganesa gwegien1@hfhs.org
Network Directors Susan Prescott: susan.prescott@uwa.edu.au

Dianne Campbell: dianne.campbell1@health.nsw.gov.au

mailto:jenny@corporatecommunique.com.au
mailto:gwegien1@hfhs.org
mailto:dianne.campbell1@health.nsw.gov.au
mailto:dianne.campbell1@health.nsw.gov.au
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 Anita Kozyrskyj, PhD, Associate Professor 
 3-527 Edmonton Clinic Health Academy  
June 2, 2014 11405 – 87 Avenue 
 Edmonton AB Canada  T6G 1C9 
 Tel: 780-248-5508 
 Fax: 780-248-5625 
 kozyrsky@ualberta.ca 
Andrea Tongue  
Research Grants Officer 
Research Grants Office� 
Office of Research Enterprise M459 I The University of Western Australia  
 
 
Dear Andrea 
 
Re: Research Collaborative Award (RCA) to support the collaborations of WUN International 
Inflammation (in-FLAME) Network. 
  
In-FLAME has become quickly become a strong and valuable network for exploring new ideas and new 
collaborations.  I wish to express my ongoing support for this interdisciplinary collaborative initiative. The 
two day workshop that is held each year has allowed us to develop a number of collaborative ventures and 
new relationships. It is important that we have further workshops to facilitate this, and to follow through 
the projects that have been newly initiated through the network.  
 
Our group is strongly committed to this and we intend to continue our active participation in the WUN  
in-FLAME Network. In addition, our group will be pursuing opportunities to co-fund further workshops. 
 
We are looking forward to the next meeting that is proposed in Germany, in 2015. 
 
 
Sincerely yours, 
 

 
Anita Kozyrskyj, PhD, Professor 
Department of Pediatrics, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry 
School of Public Health 
University of Alberta 

This program is printed on 100% recycled paper
Conference name badges are also fully recyclable


